Adjectives – ANSWERS
We can use adjectives to describe people, places and things.

1. True or false?
Read and circle true or false for these sentences.
My bedroom is big and pink. I’ve got a nice bed and a big, yellow
cupboard for my clothes. There’s a soft rug on the floor and there
are long, blue curtains on the window. I’ve got a beautiful picture
of a butterfly on the wall. I love my bedroom!
a.

Her bedroom is big and pink.

true

false

b.

She’s got a big, yellow cupboard for her toys clothes.

true

false

c.

She’s got a soft rug on the floor.

true

false

d.

There are short long, blue curtains on the window.

true

false

e.

There’s a picture of a flower butterfly on the wall.

true

false

2. Choose the answer!
Read the sentence. Circle the correct answer.
a.

I’ve got a

b.

We didn’t have a

c.

She’s got

d.

These books are

e.

Did you see those

f.

My teddy is

g.

We’ve got

h.

They bought two

train red / red train / red, train

.

big lunch / lunch big / big, lunch

.

eyes brown / brown eyes / browns eyes

.

books old / olds / old

.

elephants?
.

grey, big / bigs, greys / big, grey

small, blue / small blue / small and blue

hair.

black, long / long, black / longs, blacks
.

new games / news games / games new
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3. Make it right!
Children find the mistake in each sentence and correct it. Possible answers
(children may find different ways to correct the sentences):
a.

My brothers are very tall.

b.

There was a big, yellow slide in the park.

c.

She’s wearing two red shoes.

d.

I’ve got long, brown hair.

e.

He hasn’t got new trainers.

f.

Those dogs are small and white.

g.

Did you buy some new toys?

h.

We’ve got a small car.

4. Write and draw!
Children draw a picture of their bedroom and write about it like in exercise 1.
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